
Little Rock Lake Zipline
SWEDENZIPLINE.COM

ZIPLINE 
Welcome to Europes longest Zipline course with 16 stations and 4 km 
line through the deep Smålands forest. A great adventure for all ages.

A nature guidning from a bird´s perspective.

FREE PARKING AND ENTRY TO THE PARK



WELCOME TO EUROPES 
LONGEST ZIPLINE COURSE  

– IN SMÅLAND! 

16
STATIONS 

4 KM
LINE THROUGH THE DEEP FOREST

A GREAT ADVENTURE FOR ALL AGES. A NATURE  
GUIDNING FROM A BRID´S PERSPECTIVE.
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5–99 YEARS 
OLD



BOOK AT SWEDENZIPLINE.COMBOOK AT SWEDENZIPLINE.COM

ZIPLINE

WHAT IS ZIPLINE? 

Zipline is simply that you hang in a harness and go 
on a wire. You go one by one on the line between 
several stations. We take groups of up to 10 guests, the 
group is always accompanied by two guides who are 
responsible for your safety during the adventure. It is 
an adrenaline-filled adventure with elements of high 
altitudes and speeds in a very beautiful nature. You 
start from the top of a mountain that is also one of 
Smålands highest points. Further on you will pass over 
the untouched Swedish nature with key biotopes, 
canyons, streaming water and has a lake view from 
many places in the course. 

Operations of this type are governed by the European 
norm and the Swedish standards and our park the 

first in Sweden with design responsibility and the first 
that is inspected by an accredited inspection body.

When you go zipping all safety equipment, safety 
briefing, two Ziplineguides who will lead you through 
the adventure and takes care of all safety is included 
the price. In all our courses it is possible to go tandem-
zip with children from 5 years old and children from 
11 years old with a weight of minimum 35 kg can zip 
by themselves. All zippers are assigned a headtube 
which is a safety detail for those who have long hair. 
These headtube with our logo is also a status symbol 
for those who zipping the course. This headtube is not 
for sale, only reserved for those who show the courage 
to zip the course.

ZIPLINE COURSES

NEW GREEN/BLUE COURSE
New Green/Blue course is also an adrenaline tickling 
with a total length of 1009 meters spread into six 
stations. Green/Blue course start from the ground 
and have two towers which is 12 meters high. There 
are two glulam poles 8 meters high and a double 
platform in a 150 year old tree and you will land at the 
ground at the Happy Ending. The highest point in this 
course is 15 meters over the ground, 

The adventure takes about 1,5–2 hours to zipping 
through depends on the size for the group and if 
children goes tandem. The price is 850 SEK for adult 
and 400 SEK for children/youth under 18 years old.

BLACK COURSE
The Black course is more adrenaline-filled and are 
1684 meters long spread at 8 stations. There is 7 
towers which is between 10–18 meters high. The 
highest point in the course is 52 meters above the 
ground and the longest single line is 388 meters long. 
Highest speed you will reach is 75 km/h. 

The adventure takes about 2,5-3 hours to zipping 
through depends on the size of the group. The price 
is 1250 SEK for adult and 600 SEK for children/youth 
under 18 years old.

RED KAMIKAZE COURSE
Red Kamikaze course is our biggest adventure and 
is 2100 meters long spread over 8 stations. There are 
6 towers which is between 10 to 18 meters high. The 
highest point in the course is 52 meters above the 
ground. 

The adventure takes about 3,5–4 hours to zipping 
through depending on the size of the group. The price 
is 1500 SEK for adult and 750 SEK for children/youth 
under 18 years old.

EVERYONE CAN ZIP!  

We say that everyone between 5-99 years old can zip. 
Lowest weight for a zipper is 35 kg and highest weight 
is 125 kg. A person who can make a shorter walk and 
climbing 2 meters on a ladder can zip. However, we 
do not recommend to go Zipline if you have a trauma. 
Also if you are pregnant in the first and last week we 
do not recommend to zip. If a zipper weight under 
35 kg and would like to zip by themselves we have 
weight belt.

IT IS SAFE TO ZIP
Little Rock Lake Zipline has a well-defined safety 
policy and all our Zipline guides are educated and 
only those that are approved after training may serve 
in our park. The company also has a documented risk 
analysis of the operations and all our guides are well 
aware of the possible risks that may arise in different 
situations. All our guides have also gone through the 
usual first aid introductions and are oriented in heart 
and lung rescue.

WHEN AT THE YEAR CAN YOU ZIP 
You can zip all year around in almost every weather. 
The only times you cannot zip are at very strong winds 
and at thunder or snowstorm.

HOW SHOULD I DRESS?
We are always recommending for the purpose 
appropriate clothes. This means comfortable sport 
or outdoor clothing and heavy shoes or sport shoes. 
Sandals, flip-flops or other open shoe are not allowed. 
Should there be a risk of rain, own rainwear should 
be bridged. We do not cancel a tour because of rainy 
weather. Clothes for the weather.

Park Manager Peter Szabo zipping over Sawcreek 
canyon in Black/Red Kamikaze course at 52 meters 
above the ground.

Ziplines over Sawcreek canyon from tower 5, 20 
meters above the ground, 111 meters long and the 
landing platform at the rocky stairway system which 
is 60 meters long with 18 meters up to tower 6. A 
nice zip with roaring water in the Sawcreek, which 
is also the country border between Kronoberg and 
Jönköping country.
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OPEN FOR BOOKINGS ALL YEAR AROUND

We have open daily while July and August 
month with several departures in New Green/
Blue, Black and red Kamikaze course. Group 
bookings 8 pax in Black and Red Kamikaze is 
bookable almost all day in the year. During peak 
season we also have open for drop-in guest, but 
we always recommend to book in advance by 
our booking-tools at our website.

We are located at the top of a mountain in 
Crownpark approx 5 km from Klavreström and 
approx 2 km from main road 31 in the middle of 
Småland.



RESTAURANT FINE FOREST  

Restaurant Fine Forest is located at the top in Base 
Camp where we have approx 30 seats inside and 
approx 30 seats outside on our restaurant deck. While 
peak season July-August our Café and restaurant 
open daily between 12.00-18.00.

PUBLIC GRILL AREAS 

We have public grill areas in connection to Base 
Camp. Those public grill areas may be used freely 
and there is also possibility to reserve any of the grill 
areas for a fee. Please notice that all possible garbage 
should be taken home and the company does not re-
spond to your recycling of any disposable items from 
guests at our public grill areas. We recommend that 
you bring your own porcelain and we have a public 
disk station on our wilderness deck where you can 
clean by yourself after the food.

HAPPY ENDING PICTURES 

All our adventure ends with a Happy Ending picture 
as a group photo that we publish at our Facebook @
swedenzipline. This is usually an appreciated post at 
our timeline. A pictures to show up and remember for 
a long time.

BOOK AT SWEDENZIPLINE.COM

TOWER AND SUSPENSION BRIDGE

On the top of the mountain you will find a 20 
meter high tower with one of Sweden´s most 
beautiful views. From the tower you will have, if 
clear weather a mile range view and a wide 360 
degrees panorama of lake Änghultasjön and the 
forest landscape that is breathtaking.
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A THRILLING EXPERIENCE AND A GREAT 
COMMUNITY IN AN UNIQUE ENVIRONMENT! 

FOLLOW US @swedenzipline
#swedenzipline

Foto: Daniel Breece



Little Rock Lake Zipline
SWEDENZIPLINE.COM

BOOK AT SWEDENZIPLINE.COM

LITTLE ROCK LAKE ZIPLINE
Bränderydsvägen Base Camp

Exit Mainroad 31
360 72 KLAVRESTRÖM
Tel +46 470-54 29 00


